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Cambridge:  
T 01763 268487 F 01763 262369 
E cambridge.depot@movac.com
Coventry:  
T 02476 456454 F 02476 636946
E coventry.depot@movac.com
Ipswich:  
T 01473 343999 F 01473 286225
E ipswich.depot@movac.com

Norwich:  
T 01603 787474 F 01603 787434
E norwich.depot@movac.com
Nottingham:  
T 0115 977 0108 F 0115 976 4534
E nottingham.depot@movac.com
Peterborough:  
T 01733 558906 F 01733 358611
E peterborough.depot@movac.com

Reading:  
T 0118 977 1198 F 0118 989 3516
E reading.depot@movac.com
Romford:  
T 01708 374227 F 01708 386877
E romford.depot@movac.com
Vernicci:  
T 01603 894019 F 01603 787434
E sales@vernicci.co.uk

OL3000/00 Hard oil for parquet application
OL3000/00 is an urethane oil especially developed  
for parquet application. We suggest to apply at least 
2 coats of oil to obtain better chemical and  
mechanical resistance.

OL3100/00 Natural effect oil 
OL3100/00 is a blend of special oils and selected 
waxes developed for easy and quick application.  
It enables waterproofing and preservation of  
wooden items while maintaining the original  
natural-wood appearance.

OL3300/00 Teak effect oil
OL3300/00 is a blend of natural oils developed for 
easy and quick maintenance of uncoated wooden 
items for exterior use such as flooring, swimming 
pools borders, public benches, garden furniture, etc. 
Thanks to its formulation it provides good protection 
against water. 

OL3400/00 Wax effect oil 
OL3400/00 can be applied using a spray gun, brush 
or cloth. We suggest applying at least 2 coats of oil 
to obtain better chemical and mechanical resistance. 
To achieve the best grain wetting we suggest diluting 
the first coat with 10%-30% (depending on the 
application) using a thinner such as DE0703/00.

OLV2322/00 Natural ‘food contact’ oil
OLV2322/00 is a natural oil suitable for the 
impregnation of wooden items for interior, intended 
to come into contact with foodstuffs. Non-toxic and 
odourless, this easy to use product can be applied 
by spray, brush or rag and has good waterproofness. 
This oil conforms to Ikea regulation IOS-RPG-0021, as 
certified by SGS institute. 

After applying the oil we suggest removing the excess 
product using a cloth or paper wipe. It is not always 
required to brush the last layer of oil to achieve better 
resistance. Please remember to always soak the rags 
or paper wipes in water before disposing of them. 
This should prevent the oil residues setting fire to the 
used cloths or paper wipers!
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